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The weekly newsletters bring the updates on the science, battered and bruised during the pandemic, 
legal updates and impact of activism for a just society, across the world. These are small steps to 
promote Transparency, Empowerment and Accountability – the ethos of the UHO.

Pandemic Paranoia: Putting the Cart before the Horse – Jabs Against the unknown!
Strange but true – if we thought that all records in vaccine development were broken in the last 
pandemic, think again. Scientists in UK laboratories are working to develop jabs against the next 
pandemic due to Disease X. This project is being done in government laboratories by over 200 
scientists. They are working on a list of animal pathogens which have potential to spill over into 
humans. Which of them will break through they don’t know – that is why they term it Disease X! The 
homework for the jabs has started before the pandemic! Perhaps “Pandemic Paranoia” will be the new
normal. 
A couple of months ago our Health Secretary Mr Rajesh Bhushan gave a statement  that the next 
pandemic will hit us before we have time to sign the WHO pandemic treaty. He was supported by the 
WHO representative. The blue print for the proposed pandemic treaty being pushed by the WHO has 
all the draconian provisions which were clumsily implemented in the Covid-19 pandemic with 
disastrous outcomes. Connecting the dots is disturbing.  If the Pandemic Treaty comes in force, all 
democracies will degenerate into fascism. 

WHO’s “Fear is the Key” Strategy gets a boost with appointment of Professor Susan Michie.
As if things were not bad enough for the discredited WHO it lost further credibility with the 
appointment of Professor Susan Michie as the chair of the WHO’s Technical Advisory Group (TAG) 
on Behavioral Insights and Sciences for Health. She is director of the Department of Behavior Change
at University College of London and member of the Communist Party of Britain for over forty years. 
What are most concerning are her highly unscientific and repressive views during the current 
pandemic. She made headlines when she, as a member of the UK’s Scientific Advisory Group for 
Emergencies (SAGE), recommended stringent Covid-19 restrictions saying that face masks and social
distancing should continue forever not only for Covid-19 but for other diseases as well! 
UHO fears her immense potential as a Behavioral Scientist to bring about “mass formation psychosis”
and widespread population level panic in future pandemics which the WHO and other discredited 
organizations including most world governments backed by big pharma and globalists, seem to be 
eagerly looking forward to. 
It is becoming clear that our daily life is increasingly being controlled by the global elite challenging 
our democratic rights by spreading panic so that people happily relinquish their autonomy. Our 
analysis of the events of the past three years suggests that behavioral scientists like Prof Michie 
employ a three pronged psychological strategy to control the masses – firstly, identify restrictions that
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can be imposed abruptly for shock and awe (e.g. the world’s  greatest  lockdown at 4 hours notice!); 
secondly, claim that there is an existential threat such as a pandemic from unknown disease (disease 
X), climate change, etc; and lastly, deploy coercion, mandates, propaganda, censorship, and 
psychological manipulation to promote compliance with unscientific and illogical restrictions. 
All roads seem to be leading to the WHO Pandemic Treaty. 

Meanwhile the mainstream media, WHO and celebrity doctors continue to flog a dead horse. 
The mainstream media is not giving up on Covid-19. As people go about their daily activities the 
mainstream media is carrying news of yet another variant which is spreading rapidly in USA, Japan 
and also have been detected in Maharashtra, India. The new variant, named Eris is a sub-variant of 
Omicron the emergence of which actually should have spelled the end of the pandemic.  However, 
beating a dead horse, the WHO Director General Tedros, has warned people to stay protected with 
vaccines and Covid Appropriate Behavior to limit the spread. Dr Ravi Shekhar Jha, Head of 
Respiratory Medicine at Escorts Hospital Faridabad also regretted  that “Covid Appropriate Behavior”
is being ignored by the people. 

The UHO Calls for Debate on the Violation of Scientific and Ethical Principles during the 
Pandemic. 
The UHO calls for debate on the violation of scientific and ethical principles during the pandemic and
the collateral harms as a consequence. It is regrettable, that instead of learning from the mistakes, the 
same unscientific measures are being articulated along with active attempts at fear mongering. It is 
high time that the members of the medical fraternity and scientists along with civic society activists 
came out openly challenging these illogical measures. The proposed WHO Pandemic Treaty which 
poses a serious threat to our democracy on the eve of our Independence Day should be urgently and 
vehemently opposed by all citizens of our free country. Let us take this oath on our Independence 
Day. 
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